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A process in CA Clarity PPM v13 has failed. To gather information about the possible
cause, which log file do you review?
 
 
A. bg-ca.log 
B. admin.log 
C. app-ca.log 
D. app-system.log 
 

Answer: A

 

 

You have installed CA Business Intelligence (CABI) and you have used an Oracle
database for CA Clarity PPM. Now, you need to import universe and stock report
information for CA Clarity PPM.
 
 
Which files do you import? (Choose two)
 
 
A. CA_Clarity_Legacy_Oracle.BIAR 
B. CA_Clarity_Universes_Oracle.BIAR 
C. CA_CIarity_SAMPLES_for_Oracle.xml 
D. Common_Report_3_Universes_opmn.xml 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

When you use a partition model, which objects are configurable to a specific partition?
(Choose two)
 
 
A. Report 
B. Project 
C. Timesheet 
D. Application 
 

Answer: B,D
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Which statement about deploying partitions is TRUE?
 
 
A. A resource can only belong to one partition in a model. 
B. Fields available for processes are based on partition access. 
C. If a process uses stock attributes only, it cannot be shared across partitions. 
D. If you create a partition within a partition model, you cannot add or remove partition
member Organizational Breakdown Structure (OBS) units. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You need to export a single portlet that is contained within a dashboard. Which limitations
do you need to consider? (Choose three)
 
 
A. The export will always be Fit to Page. 
B. The Export to PDF option must be selected. 
C. The Export to PowerPoint option will only permit 30 records. 
D. The dashboard template must be Application Page Template. 
E. The dashboard type must be Page with Tabs or Page without Tabs. 
 

Answer: A,D,E

 

 

A new customer wants to install the PMO Accelerator, a collection of content designed for
project portfolio management, which is not tied to any specific industry. Which advice
should you offer?
 
 
A. Install the CA Clarity PPM Solution Pack first because the installation will fail otherwise. 
B. Only install it if you are not installing PPM Essentials Accelerator 2.0, which provides all
the features of the PMO Accelerator and more. 
C. Install it as part of your initial CA Clarity PPM deployment before making any
modifications to the out-of-the-box (OOTB) CA Clarity PPM Studio content. 
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D. Wait until you customize the OOTB CA Clarity PPM Studio content because the PMO
Accelerator installer program will configure the Accelerator to meet your specific
requirements. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

CA Clarity PPM services in a cluster need to be able to communicate with each other.
Therefore, you need to make sure that: 
 
 
A. All application ports are the same. 
B. The Beacon is turned off on all application servers. 
C. The Beacon multicast addresses and ports are the same on each server. 
D. The Clarity System Administration (CSA) is installed on all application servers. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

In which circumstance should you use a dynamic lookup?
 
 
A. When the user might want to reorder values in a list 
B. When you want to display changing values from tables 
C. When you want to perform multi-tiered lookups with a drill-down tree 
D. When you want to set up a display mapping to associate a value with a description and
a color or icon 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You can visually customize the CA Clarity PPM user interface using a Cascading Style
Sheet (CSS). Which new benefit does CCS version 3 (CSS3) offer?
 
 
A. You can specify property values as simple expressions. 
B. You no longer need to compress images because this will occur automatically. 
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C. You can represent an image in an encoded string instead of referencing the image on a
file system. 
D. You can assign names to rules, which enables you to use client-side scripts to reference
the rule even if its selector changes. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

What is the main advantage of using an Oracle template to create the CA Clarity PPM
database?
 
 
A. You can use the same template for various versions of UNIX and Windows. 
B. You can avoid having to specify settings because settings are preconfigured. 
C. You can avoid having to use the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant (DBCA) to
create the database. 
D. You can avail of help from CA Clarity PPM consultants because this is the only
approach that CA Technologies supports. 
 

Answer: B
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